Discovery and characterization of synthetic 4'-hydroxyflavones-New CK2 inhibitors from flavone family.
Human protein kinase CK2 is one of the most intriguing enzymes, which functional role still remains unclear despite of decades of studying. At present there is abundant evidence pointing to the fact that inhibitors of CK2 could be used as pharmaceutical agents to treat cancer, viral infections and inflammatory diseases. Here we report novel synthetic flavone inhibitors, 4'-hydroxyflavones, possessing high activity towards CK2. These compounds were identified with receptor-based virtual screening and then chemically optimized on the base of rationale derived from biochemical screening and molecular modeling. It has been demonstrated that synthetic flavone derivatives are much more potent CK2 inhibitors than the natural ones, and we believe that their further examination will be helpful for studying biological role of CK2 as well as for development of new kinase-oriented drugs.